In colliders such as RHIC, the radiation levels are well below those of colliders such as LHC. The problem is that there can be enough radiation at the inner detector (Multiplicity-Vertex Detector or MVD) to significantly affect a low-priced, non-radiation-hard CMOS process. If the radiation affects the entire analog memory unit (AMU) in a uniform fashion, then a real-time correction should be able to be performed to correct any changes seen in the memory as well as the induced correlated noise from detector pickup, thus precluding the need for a more expensive rad-hard process. This paper will present testing on memories fabricated in a 'soft' process and exposed to ionizing radiation. We used a single pipeline as a reference to be subtracted in a cell-by-cell basis from each pipe during read out and investigated the spatial effects of using different pipes for the reference. Use of this method reduced the noise which was common to all pipes (common-mode noise) and thus reduced both common-mode input noise and pattern noise generated from address lines being exercised on the AMU. The correlation across the memories (6-, 8-, and 16-channel AMUs fabricated in the Orbit 1 . 2~ CMOS process) vs. radiation dose was found to be on the order of 10 bits. Both pre-and post-radiation results are presented on systems designed for PHEMX and WA98 at CERN as well as measured results on the minimization of the effects of injected systematic noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real detector electronics systems have a variety of noise sources. These sources include pickup from the detector and associated input wiring, random noise from the preamplifier, pattern noise from the digital circuitry controlling the data acquisition system, and power-supply-induced noise from other circuits on the front-end boards.
In addition, the beam pipe in colliders can be damaged due to radiation exposure.
There has been little reported on the subject of radiationhardened analog memory units (AMUs)[l, 2, 31. In colliders such as RHIC, the radiation levels are well below those of colliders such as LHC. The problem is that there can be enough radiation at the inner detector (Multiplicity-Vertex Detector or MVD) to significantly affect a low-priced, nonradiation-hard CMOS process. If the radiation affects the entire analog memory in a uniform fashion, then a real-time correction should be able to be performed to correct any changes seen in the memory and also the induced correlated noise from detector pickup thus precluding the need for a more expensive rad-hard process. Some work has been performed on differential subtraction[4, 5 , 61 but not with emphasis on radiation effects. This paper will present testing on memories fabricated in a 'soft' process and exposed to ionizing radiation. We used a single pipeline as a reference to be subtracted on a cell-by-cell basis from each pipe during read out and investigated the spatial effects of using different pipes for the reference. Use of this method reduced the noise which was cormnon to all pipes (common-mode noise) and thus reduced both common-mode input noise and pattern noise generated from address lines being exercised on the AMU.
THEORY
The actual implementation of systems utilizing analog memories are typically large detector systems having hundreds or thousands of channels. The signals being sampled by the memories come from a preamplifier of some type which is in turn connected to a detector. The detectors associated with a given analog memory chip typically have some spatial correlation (i.e., they are near each other). This means they share cable bundles and power supply grounds and therefore, to some extent, noise. A method of correlated noise cancellation would therefore be valuable [7, 81. The type of noise associated with the front-end chips (in addition to inherent device noise) is normally system noise caused by the nearby digital control and conversion. This noise can be synchronized to the beam clock. The beam clock is the master clock derived from the times when the counter- 1. Unequal noise in each channel. If the noise pickup is different for some channels, the cancellation will be imperfect and could actually worsen the noise in channels. Channels in which there is a small amount of noise would, after subtraction from the reference channel, have whatever noise is present in the reference channel.
Unequal gains in the preamplifier prior to the memory. This would have the same effect as 1.
3. Uncorrelated noise between channels. This noise is due to the device noise present in all preamplifiers. The net effect of this noise is to increase uncertainty by the geometric addition of two uncorrelated noise sources or
2.
For two well matched preamplifiers, this would increase the rms noise by approximately 40%.
Unequal pedestal contributions from channel to channel. Obviously, if the pedestal variations between channels are different, there will be a degradation in the effectiveness of the cancellation.
To address items 1 and 2, the channels need to be tightly grouped (physically) from the standpoint of the detectors, the cabling, and the input preamplifiers.
Consistency in grounding is also extremely important. In particular, item 2 can be addressed by grouping channels to be corrected on the same chip as the reference pipeline. Item 3 is addressed by ensuring preamplifier noise is as low as possible in the design. This will limit the achievable improvement using this technique. Item 4 is addressed by assuring the grouping of the channels to be corrected is as small as reasonably possible and by ensuring that channels are corrected by a pipe on the same chip. Within the scope of this paper, the intent is to study only item 4 as a function of radiation dose. The plan is to irradiate an 8-channel, 16-cell memory prototype (referred to as the Thin Glenn memory) to be used in the PHENIX MVD with gamma radiation. The change in pedestals on the chips and the pre-and post-rad correction using one channel as a reference will be studied. The ultimate goal is to give a basic understanding of the effectiveness of radiation effects upon the correction technique. Further work concerning items 1, 2, 3, and 4 will be performed as the real systems are developed for P"IX.
4.

%CHANNEL MEMORY TESTS
The pedestal correction tests were run on the Thin Glenn memory which was designed as a prototype memory for the The pedestal data was taken for input voltages of OSV, l S V , and 2.5V. The reason for the voltages being skewed towards the bottom end of the range is that this memory was designed for inputs from 0.5V up to 3.2V. A single pass was made for each cell and the result stored. A separate program then took the resulting data files and ran subtractions of each cell from all other cells in a row, i.e., cells at the same address.
The data ultimately available included raw pedestal data at OSV, l S V , and 2.5V in, and subtracted data of 0.5V-0.5V, 1.5V-1.5V, 2.5V-2.5V, OSV-lSV, 0.5V-2.5V, and 1.5V-2.5V. In addition, the tests were performed after the chips had received radiation doses of 0-, 2 5 , 50-, and 75kRad. There were three chips that were irradiated with gammas for approximately 70min. in a field of 22kRad/hr. The circuits were unpowered during irradiation with their leads electrically shorted together. The radiation dose in the PHENIX detector had not yet been well characterized by the project physicists, but 10-50kRad of ionizing radiation consisting of a mixture of charged particles and gammas had been predicted. The correlation across the memory vs. radiation dose is seen in Fig. 3 in which the subtracted pedestals for OSV-0.5V using pipe 1 are presented. This figure illustrates a remarkably good correlation between pipes. The difference in tracking between pipe 1 and any other pipe for a dose between OkRad and 75kRad is approximately 0.5mV. This figure shows the resultant rms memory variation of pipeline number 1 after subtracting each cell of the pipeline shown on the x-axis from pipeline number 1 for 0-, 2 5 , 50-, and 75kRad ionizing radiation. The operation can be written symbolically as where pipe is the pipeline being corrected, reference is the pipeline used for correction, cell is the given cell in the pipeline, and nns is the root-mean-square operation upon the array of numbers generated from the cell-by-cell subtraction for a given pipeline. Figure 4 shows the pre-and post-radiation memory output variations using pipeline number 4 as a correction for the other 7 pipelines after 75kRad ionizing radiation. This shows that a portion of the variance appears to be pattern related and that for a memory of this size, the channel location used for correction appears to be unimportant. One feature in all this data that needs to be noted is that the raw data variation exhibits more spread than the corrected data and that the radiation appears to have little effect on the ability technique to correct the basic pedestal variations. These tests are therefore not just providing results of the AMU alone, but also the added effects of the ADC (which appear to be negligible). Testing was performed using the pedestal-subtraction method before and after irradiation from a "CO source with a dose of approximately 60kRad. The chips were irradiated under power at a rate of 18kRad/hr. The technique used for this memory configuration was much the same as the other configurations. For this case, the following approach was used: a reference voltage is connected to the input of the designated reference pipe and the remaining pipes were connected to a common voltage source the entire memory matrix (16x16) was written with their respective inputs a read cycle is done for the entire matrix and is stored the reference is subtracted from all others and the results stored the standard deviation for the raw and the subtracted data are calculated, converted to rms volts and stored 
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These steps were done for reference voltages of lSV, 2SV, and 3.W. For each reference voltage, a three-voltage series of lSV, 2SV, and 3.W was provided to the input of the remaining pipes. This yielded three sets of data for each reference voltage for a total of nine data sets per reference pipe. There were a total of three pipes chosen for references. The pipes are # 0, 7, and 15. These were chosen to give results for the edges (pipe # 0 and #15) and the middle of the memory matrix (pipe #7). This gave a total of 27 sets of data.
B. 16 Channel AMU Pedestal Correction Results
Two types of testing were accomplished. The first set of tests consists of using the pedestal subtraction with the inherent noise of the device and its surroundings, which will be called background noise. The second set of tests targeted coherent noise for the entire device. This was done by implementing a random noise generator to inject noise at the power supply. The results will be presented in this order.
C. Background Noise Results
Data for these measurements are presented in Fig. 6 . This figure shows the resulting data for the reference pipe voltage equal to the common input voltage. The data from all different combinations of the voltages and the common input voltages showed the best results are when Vref = Vin.
The pre-radiation and post-radiation results are very similar. The subtracted results for both cases is about 2mV regardless of the raw noise. This shows the consistency of the pedestal subtraction method prior to and after irradiation. The pre-radiation results showing the noise reduction for the background noise data is not as evident in all cases as the noise injection data that will be presented in the following section. This is primarily due to the influence of incoherent 
D. Injected Noise Results
This test was completed by injecting 500mV of noise into the power supply of the chip with a random noise generator. With such a large magnitude, the background noise will be absorbed and the benefits of the pedestal subtraction method can be seen more easily. The results are presented in Fig. 7 .
The magnitude of the raw noise has increased. However, the subtracted results yield the same 2mV corrected result. Again, showing the correction method significantly reduces w .
the magnitude of the noise. noise that is available at the inputs of the 16 pipes of the AMU. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The test data indicate several useful results. They are:
[71 1. In the presence of pattern noise due to memory onchip logic or in the presence of power supply or preamplifier pickup, common-mode noise can be reduced by the use of a reference pipeline subtraction.
[91 2. The radiation effects, for doses under 75kRad, appear to exhibit a uniform effect on the memories and allow subtraction even when utilizing a soft process.
3. For memories whose number of channels is small (8 or less) the choice of which pipe to use as the reference appears to be unimportant. 4. For memories with more than 8 pipes, it would appear that the most intuitively obvious choice of the center physical channel offers the best subtraction for on-chip noise.
[81
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